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Introduction:
Instrument optimization is a critical step in any laboratory, and that holds true for the flow lab as well. A
flow cytometer is set up by adjusting various instrument settings to produce optimal resolution of dim
populations while ensuring that bright populations are maintained within the dynamic range of each
photomultiplier tube (PMT) on the instrument. These settings are crucial to performing flow cytometry
testing accurately. In order to perform testing reproducibly, those settings need to be maintained over
time in order to draw accurate conclusions when reviewing data collected over a long period of time as
well as performing accurate qualitative and quantitative measurements for rare populations.

Lyric Terms:
Characterization
QC (CQC)

Performance QC
(PQC)
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Lyse Wash (LW)
settings
Tube Settings

Tube Target
Values (TTV)
Assay Tube Setting
Setup

Characterization QC establishes initial values for measurements that are used to track
cytometer performance. Run characterization QC at installation (by BD Service), every six
months, when a new configuration is created, or whenever the instrument undergoes
major repair. This is an Administrator task. Running characterization QC updates the
status of performance QC in the Setup & QC tab.
The set of automated software functions used to measure and track cytometry
operation and to set up consistent LW tube settings.
Reference settings are tube settings which also contain additional spillover values
(SOVs). Each SOV is captured as a column for reuse and for recalculation as the PMT
voltage changes over time. Reference settings may contain one or more columns of
SOVs.
Instrument settings, including compensation, that roughly place normal lysed, washed
whole blood lymphocytes on scale for FSC, SSC, and fluorescence parameters using an
FSC threshold.
A collection of values that place the positive population at the same position or
brightness whenever the tube settings are applied. Tube settings are made up of tube
target values, window extension, area scaling factor, threshold, and flow rate. Tube
settings allow the system to produce comparable results from day to day and from
system to system.
Tube target values determine the voltage of a detector and therefore, the brightness of
the positive population for each fluorescence parameter.
Assay and tube settings setup is a task in FACSuite used to ensure that assays run
properly. Use this procedure to select the assays and tube settings that you want to
update for use on the day (details below).
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Instrument Characterization:
For instrument optimization, the first consideration should be to define the baseline instrument
performance. This is necessary so that the performance of the instrument can be monitored over time.
On the FACSLyric flow cytometer, this is accomplished via the Characterization Quality Control (CQC)
task [1]. CQC establishes initial baseline performance values that are used to track subsequent
cytometer performance each day. These measured values are specific to each cytometer configuration
and fluidics mode. CQC is performed at installation, every six months, when major maintenance is
performed (such as new laser), and whenever a new configuration is created.
Materials:
Material
CS&T IVD Beads
or
BD FACSuite™ CS&T Research Beads
BD FACSFlow™ Sheath Fluid
Single-color stained / fully stained sample

Supplier
BD Biosciences
BD Biosciences
In-house

Catalog number
662413 (50 tests), or
662414 (150 tests)
650621 (50 tests), or
650622 (150 tests)
342003 (20L)
n/a

Procedure: Before you begin, prepare the BD CS&T beads according to the package insert.
1. Log in as Administrator to BD FACSuite RUO.
2. On the navigation bar, click Setup & QC.
The Setup & QC workspace opens.
3. In the Setup & QC Options panel, verify that the BD CS&T RUO beads have not expired.

4. Select Characterization QC from the Task menu.
5. Click Start.
The Load Tube dialog opens.
6. Load the BD CS&T beads on the cytometer.
The system detects the tube, and the setup task begins.
Characterization QC details for the normal and high sensitivity fluidics modes are
displayed in the Setup Tasks panel. A checkmark indicates that a step in the task has
been completed.
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When all tasks are complete, a dialog opens and indicates whether the task passed or
failed.
7. Click Yes to view the report for the QC task or No to close the dialog.
8. Unload the tube.
Document on the CQC report that the result of the CQC task was reviewed including
comments on out of range results (if any), and/or troubleshooting, adding the user’s
name/initials
Daily QC and Instrument Standardization
Daily QC is essential in order to measure that day’s instrument performance as compared to values
determined during the initial characterization (see above). This ensures that the cytometer is operating
at minimum specifications.
The minimum specifications for the BD FACSLyric are:
 Robust coefficient of variation (rCV)% for the primary channel for each laser is below 6.0%
on the bright beads
 Sensitivity minimum is met (varies by fluorescent channel)
 Maximum linearity is above 180,000 in every fluorescent channel
Daily QC is performed with the task Performance QC (PQC). This can be done as an Administrator or
Operator.
Procedure: Before you begin, prepare the BD CS&T RUO beads according to the package insert.
1. On the navigation bar, click Setup & QC.
The Setup & QC workspace opens
2. In the Setup & QC Options panel, verify that Performance QC is selected.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Verify that the correct CS&T bead lot ID is selected.
Click Select next to the Assay Setup Reports field.
In the Report column, select the assays for which a report is desired.
In the Setup & QC Options panel, click Start.
The Load Tube dialog opens.
7. Load the tube of BD CS&T RUO beads onto the manual tube port.
The system detects the tube, and setup tasks begin.
When all tasks are complete, a dialog opens and indicates whether the task completed
successfully.
8. Click ‘Yes’ to view the Performance QC report or click ‘No’ to close the dialog.
9. Unload the tube.
Document on the PQC report that the result of the PQC task was reviewed including
comments on out of range results (if any), and/or troubleshooting, adding the user’s
name/initials (CAP COM 30550)
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As part of daily QC, the BD FACSLyric automatically adjusts voltages and recalculates the compensation
required to measure all parameters consistently day after day. Because there is variability in instrument
performance from day to day, it is important to adjust settings to account for that variability.
Assays and Optimization
Most flow cytometry assays examine the fluorescence intensity of various analytes simultaneously. Each
of those fluorescent measurements is optimized with voltage settings to ensure that the signal is:
1) sufficiently amplified to resolve dim populations from instrument noise, and
2) ensures that the brightest signal measured is still within the linear range of that detector for any
normal cells and biologic or disease state variability.
Detectors and the filter sets vary between instruments so the voltage necessary to achieve the same
median fluorescence intensity between instruments will be different and requires a method to transfer
settings accurately while accounting for these differences.
The BD FACSLyric utilizes a novel approach to instrument settings. Instead of saving system dependent
voltages, the FACSLyric records Tube Target Values (TTVs). TTVs are recorded by the system after a user
has defined the optimal median fluorescence intensity for each detector as well as forward and side
scatter for their biological cell populations. The BD FACSLyric comes with established Lyse Wash settings
optimized for white blood cells. These settings contain light scatter and fluorescence settings for all
fluorescent measurements as well as spillover values for correct compensation as a starting point for
settings. A user would start with a fully stained sample and could use these starting settings to evaluate
the measurements of their co-expressed markers as well as dimly staining populations for adequate
separation from the unstained or negative sample. Users can visually confirm adequate separation, or
use an objective measurement such as stain index to verify that positive and negative populations are
optimally separated from one another to ensure maximum resolution.
As with traditional flow cytometers, the user can modify the threshold, and the voltages for light scatter
and fluorescent channels to optimize the population resolution. When optimal settings have been
identified, the user saves those settings using Tube Settings. Tube settings contain:
 Tube Target Values (TTV) for user-defined PMT voltages
 Forward scatter area scaling
 Windows extension
 Threshold
 Flow rate
TTV are parameters that the software calculates and they are used to maintain the median fluorescence
intensity of each fluorescent measurement from day to day.
TTV are determined by the software which utilizes Cytometer Setup and Tracking (CS&T) beads as a
standard fluorescent reference point acquired at the same settings as the biological cell population.
Tube settings are created using the Create Tube Settings function. When you create tube settings, you
are creating new target values based on the current tube parameters and cytometer settings
Procedure: Before you begin, run Performance QC and prepare a tube of BD CS&T RUO beads according
to the instructions in the technical data sheet.
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To create TTC, first optimize the cell populations:
1. On the navigation bar, select Experiment.
2. Create a new experiment.
3. In the Data Sources panel, select a tube, or add a new tube.
4. Create plots and gates on the worksheet to visualize light scatter and fluorescence parameters
[2].
5. Load a tube of fully stained sample onto the manual tube port.
6. Click Preview to start the sample flow and preview the data.
7. In the Acquisition Status panel, adjust the flow rate or fluidic mode as needed.
8. In the PMT Voltages panel, adjust the PMT voltages and threshold as needed.
Example: Adjust threshold values to exclude debris:

In addition, adjusting the light scatter settings - Forward (FSC) and Side scatter (SSC) – may also be
useful. Such adjustments may help optimize the separation between various populations, and can be
especially important in assays requiring fixation/permeabilization for intracellular staining (e.g. TdT).
Fluorescent channel PMT voltages can also be adjusted to place positive populations on scale:
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Once adjustments of all parameters have been made, save those settings by creating User-Defined Tube
settings.
Create User-Defined tube settings:
Note: Tube settings can only be created for tubes without data. If the tube has data, right-click in the
Data Sources panel and choose Clear tube.
1. Right-click the tube and select Create Tube Settings.
The Create Tube Settings Wizard opens.
2. The CS&T lot ID field displays the CS&T bead lot to be used for this tube setting.
If you want to use a different bead lot, click and select a different CS&T bead lot. If that lot is not
available, you must add the CS&T lot to the library [3].
3. Load a tube of BD CS&T RUO beads onto the manual tube port.
4. Click Acquire.
When acquisition completes, the Name and Description dialog opens.
5. In the Tube Settings Name field, type a meaningful name.
6. (Optional) In the Description filed, type a meaningful description that helps to differentiate
between similarly named tube settings.
7. Click Finish.
The new settings are saved in the library (in the Tube Settings tab).
To add additional tubes, use Next in the Data Sources panel to create a duplicate tube. If you wish to
start with a fresh tube, use New Tube.
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Tube settings without user-defined Reference Settings utilize the spillover values from the Lyse Wash
settings for appropriate compensation. If the Lyse Wash settings do not contain the fluorochrome in
your assay, you may add it to the Lyse Wash settings and measure the amount of fluorescence spillover.
If more precise spillover measurements are needed (for example, lot-specific tandem dyes), label specific
and lot specific fluorochromes may also be added to the Lyse Wash spillover matrix.
Note: it is not necessary to rerun all of your compensation controls when adding a new fluorochrome to
the Lyse Wash settings. Only the new fluorochrome is acquired to update the Lyse Wash spillover
matrix [4].
Create an Assay:
After optimal settings and tube targets have been determined, users can create an Assay. An Assay can
be run in the rack as a Worklist (automated mode) or as an Experiment (manual mode). The Worklist
can only acquire samples in the rack when the appropriate Assay is chosen. There is no manual mode in
the Worklist. The assay contains one or more tubes with:
 Reagents
 Acquisition criteria
 Tube level Tube Target Values (TTVs)
 Flow rate
 Keywords
 Acquisition worksheet
 Analysis report with gating schemes
There is no need for the user to link settings on a daily basis after instrument QC has been performed
nor is there a need to manually maintain median fluorescence intensity target values. This is an
automated process performed by the software.
The Assay ensures that every user, regardless of ability, can run samples in a standardized manner
without having to remember the correct settings and templates.
Procedure:
1. To create an Assay, click on Experiment on the navigation bar.
2. From the Experiment List, Open the Experiment that contains the tubes or tube you would like
to save into an Assay. These tubes should not have data saved with them.
3. From the menu bar, select File > Create Assay.
The Create Assay dialog opens.
4. In the Name field, type a name for the new User-Defined Assay. The software creates an Assay
with “UD” as the suffix (for User-Defined).
If you intend to modify an existing user-defined Assay and want to retain the same assay name,
you can overwrite the original by creating an Assay with the same name.
5. (Optional) In the Description field, type a description of any details you want to document for
the Assay.
6. (Optional) Select the Share Assay checkbox if you want this UD assay to be shared with all users.
7. Select a Report to display in the Report to Display after Entry Run list.
8. Click OK.
The UD Assay is added to the library.
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Updating Assay Settings Daily:
Once an Assay is created, it is important to update those settings every day that the Assay is run.
Sustaining those settings from day to day and over time is part of daily instrument QC. Lyse Wash
settings (and any Assay utilizing Lyse Wash settings) update automatically as part of the Performance
QC by increasing or decreasing voltages applied to light scatter and fluorescent parameters in order to
maintain the tube target values (and therefore the median fluorescence intensity target values).
Compensation values are also recalculated as they relate to this change in voltage. User-Defined Tube
Settings are updated using Assay Tube Setting Setup (ATSS).
Procedure: Performance Quality Control should be run prior to performing ATSS. The tube of CS&T
beads used for PQC can also be used for ATSS.
1. In the Setup & QC Options panel, select Assay/Tube Settings Setup.
2. Click Select.
3. Select individual settings to update or Run All Setup and/or Generate All Reports. . Of note: If
the user wants to Run All Setup and not have it generate all Reports to save time (rather than
generate the Report when the assay is run), this can be defined in the Preferences.
4. In the Setup & QC Options panel, Click Start.
5. Load the prepared CS&T beads on the cytometer to start the run.
When the setup task completes, a completion dialog opens and indicates whether the task was
successful or if there were errors.
Document on the ATSS report that the result of the ATSS task was reviewed including
comments on out of range results (if any), and/or troubleshooting, adding the user’s
name/initials (CAP COM 30550)
6. Unload the tube containing the beads and replace it with a tube of DI Water.
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